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About This Game

Construct PRO is a sandbox-designer, where you can assemble any structure using metal parts, bolts, and nuts and test its
physical behavior.

Currently the game has the following features:

•assembly of a model using 29 parts
•Steam Workshop support

•saving the model in a simple text file and further uploading the model from there
•enabling the gravity to check physical behavior of the assembled structure

•changing the bolt properties (whether they are screwed on tightly or not) both in assembly of the model and with enabled
gravity

•removal of bolts/parts both at assembly of the model and with enabled gravity
•application of a special Boltogun, capable to destroy any model

•use of electric motor for rotating the part attached to it
•test prototype with possibility to complete the game with it: you should assemble a model capable to overcome all obstacles and

reach the finish line
•bugs (well, after all, it's an early access stage)

Do the parts become available gradually?

Currently there are 29 parts in the game and all of them are available from the very first minute.
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Can I complete the game?

In my opinion, the sandbox games may have no completion; however, there is a goal in the Early Access version: to reach the
finish line of the test prototype.

I want to ride my assembled car across vast, endless areas!

Do you really believe it's exciting? This is not a race; it's a puzzle for brainstorming, not senseless moving around the same
locations. (at least at Early Access stage =))

Can I connect two electric motors?

Um, it seems I forgot to fix it...

Are there hats in the game?

No. Who are you going to put them on? On a Boltogun? Then contact our developer and I'll add them =)

Who turns the Boltogun wheel?

Magnetic power of indie-developers.
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Title: Construct PRO
Genre: Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
EnterUserNamePlease
Publisher:
EnterUserNamePlease
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 550

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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the ♥♥♥♥ did i just do with the past 5 minutes of my life?. I enjoyed this game! :)

- Beautiful graphics and sceneries
- Good interesting story
- Various well constructed mini games and HO scenes
- Achievements

I recommend it!. Beatiful game! I dont have words to explain this game,just play and see with your own eyes! AMAZING!
Thanks from me and good job for the guys who make this game and the guys who understand what the game!
Mr. Blue-DTM. I highly recommend this game.

Pros:
+It's mighty switch force, it's challenging and fun
+Patricia Wagon is best girl
+Iggy from jojo's bizzare adventure
+Full view of the stage (really easy for me to figure everything out
+only 10 bucks

Cons:
-Glitchy (being a Early Access game, you would expect this). Everything is dark and the only monster is me.
pls send help.. One of the best games ever. But very hard so yea. And there is not any AI battles. Like AI vs AI vs AI s you. This
game has pleasing graphics and some satisfying building construction by some spooky slaves I meannn townspeople (that you
can work to starvation).

Bear in mind that there is no room for creativity - everything is scripted. The game is also fairly short.

Really lovely little casual game that's gonna get you some steam cards.. JUST DONT BUY THIS CRAP PLEASE BUY
SOMTHING BETTER, who uses shift to aim ? you cant even bind the mouse to aim

THE SOUND IS DISGUSTING !. If you like QTE's, this is for you. That is all this appears to be. Having played 14 minutes and
got on the 3rd foe, I could not recommend this.
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One of the most polished match-3 shooters I've played. Nice visuals, entertaining earworm sounds--everything you need to
happily waste hours of time.. Mouse doesn't stay locked into the game, jump inputs are constantly ignored and your cat simply
sticks to the ground, easily ruining the climb all the way up a building due to you just falling off. Wall jumping is inconsistent
and seems to be completely random when it chooses to work. Also all the yarn is annoyingly 2 inches off the ground so instead
of walking through it you have to jump around with stiff controls until you get it. I hope they make the controls more fluid and
consistent in the future. I was going to speedrun this game to gather all the collectibles but the controls are just too hard to deal
with.. With some super nostagia goggles on: I enjoy this game.
I like the puzzles and the possible different ways to solve them. Some levels are designed far better than others, though.
Some challenges are quick and others have several parts (which can be punishing if you fail later in the level).

Some of the puzzles just require waiting and timing. This i think is the weakest part of the game.

This is an enjoyable time sink, but is probably best left when you just have a few minutes to play something.. Quite simply the
most fun I've had gaming in a long time.
Starts out a little basic and it might be easy to dismiss as another pixel/retro platformer that have saturated Steam etc, but stick
with it because there is an absolute gem of a game to be found, a fantastic package, well though out visuals, great audio and tight
controls. It's not an entirely new concept and plays like a mix of Zelda II, Crusade of Centy and the later Wonder Boy games.
A+ and hoping we see another game from these guys.. I'm Aru's biggest fan. A classic example of steam and a bad dev group
working together to steal peoples money! Don't buy this game if you value your money and time and steam support are a bunch
of greedy bastards that won't refund broken or abandoned games. Those of you who can't get refunds you should look into
exposing steam for what they are. Normally I support steam but not refunding a game that is clearly abandoned and not working
proves steam cares less about it's wonderful community of players. I hope one of you players with lots of money one day get fed
up with steam support and there garbage refund policy and sue there asses They deserve it! Steam support -1000000000\/10.
Fantastic game and so immersive. Easy to pickup and play and worth the asking price. Hoping the devs add more missions in
future to keep us coming back for more. Only silly problem I had was not realizing you use your HMD to aim at options on the
menu page. I thought my XBox controller was glitching out on me duh, lol. Love the planet surface setting and love seeing your
thrusters firing underneath you. Really adds to the whole experience. Looking forward to seeing what else these great devs have
planned. Recommended! AA+. Thought the game would be really good watching the trailers but the method in which to
progress through gates is often very unclear. Left me wandering around aimlessly, sweeping each area I had been to as if I had
forgot something. Quit in the end.. The game is currently broken due a scripting error. To get this fixed you have to e-mail the
dev's. I should not have to email anyone or anything for a fix, this should be fixed via updating your game on steam!. Whow.
What a game. An exauhsting challenge. And it leaves a deep feel good feeling upon completion. Well, for me at least.

So, in this game you play as the extremely lovable character Cerdocornico. You shoot space bugs and die very easily. This game
is very hard. The game features a strange mechanic that has you jump and shoot at the same time. It's not like I spend all my
awake time playing games, but I'd say it's pretty uniqe. It takes a while before you see any variation in enemies but that doesn't
matter much. The sound effects are pretty fun. Try enter a wrong password.

Is it worth it's price? I don't like the valuing games for their price. Games should be valued for their story, for their gameplay,
for their originallity, for their ingeniuty. And I will say that this game has those.
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